
200 Better sound starts with better speaker wire.
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Megacable-our best speaker wire really makes a difference
Shown actual size. High copper content and large conductors reduce resistance so more power flows to your speakers.
Great for home and vehicle speaker hookups.

(1) 12 -gauge Megacable. Pure copper conduc-
tors, enclosed in tough plastic insulation with an em-
bedded stripe for easy polarity I.D. Rope -strand
design is more flexible than standard wire.
278-1268 Per Foot 99C

(2) 16 -gauge Megacable.
278-1270 50 -foot roll 16.99
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2 -conductor speaker wire
All have polarity indication to assure proper hookup.

Gauge Type Feet Color In Wall Cat. No. Price

24 Stranded 50 Clear 278-1301 3.19

24 Solid 75 Clear 278-1509 3.49

22 Stranded 100 Clear 278-1385 6.49

20 Stranded 30 Brown I/ 278-1101 3.99

20 Stranded 75 Clear 278-1388 7.99

20 Stranded 100 Brown V 278-1102 9.99

18 Stranded 30 Clear 278-1602 4.99

18 Stranded 30 Brown 4., 278-1103 4.99

18 Stranded 60 Clear 278-008 7.99

18 Stranded 100 Brown v 278-1104 13.99

16 Stranded 30 Brown v 278-1105 5.99

16 Stranded 30 White v 278-1107 5.99

16 Stranded 50 Clear 278-1267 8.99

16 Stranded 100 Brown v 278-1106 17.99

16 Stranded 100 White V 278-1116 17.99

immommimil=2:
Outdoor speaker wire resists UV
Protected against the damaging UV (ultraviolet) rays
in sunlight-delivers long outdoor life. This high -
quality cable is also rated for in -wall use. 16 -gauge
stranded copper conductors. 100 feet.
278-1117 21.99

(3) 14 -gauge flat Megacable. Great for outer walls
and areas not suited for round cable.
278-1273 50 -foot roll 19.99

(4) 16 -gauge flat Megacable. Ideal for routing under
carpet or baseboards. Flexible design. White.
278-1274 100 -foot roll 34.99

Megacable connectors
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(5) Crimp -on pin connectors. 10 -piece set induces five
for 18-14 gauge wire, five for 16-14 gauge wire. Two colors.
64-3095 Set of 10/1.49

(6) Gold-plated crimp -on flat pin connectors. Set in-
cludes two red, two black.
10-12 gauge wire. 278-310 Set of 4/2.99
14-16 gauge wire. 278-317 Set of 4/2.99

(7) Gold-plated twist -on pin connectors. Twc-piece
design. Includes two red, two black.
10-12 gauge wire. 278-309 Set of 4/9.99
14-16 gauge wire. 278-320 Set of 4/9.99

(8) Gold-plated dual banana plug. For audio and
speaker applications. 278-308 5 99

(9) ori Gold-plated locking banana plugs. Lock
in place to prevent pulling out. Requires soldering. Includes
one red, one black. 278-307 Set of 2/6.99

(10) Gold-plated twist -on banana plugs. For 12 -
gauge wire. One black, one red.
278-306 Set of 2/5.99

(11) Gold-plated snap -spade connectors. Crimp -on.
Set includes four red, four black.
10-12 gauge wire. 278-311 Set of 8/4.99
14-16 gauge wire. 278-316 Set of 8/4.99

Megacable
Makes a Difference

RadioShack's Megacable is made with copper
and can improve any of the electronic speaker
connections in your home. The high copper
content reduces resistance and power loss, which
enhances signal transfer. More music 'flows"
through Megacable. Rope -strand design also
provides more flexibility than standard braided
speaker wire.

Pure copper rope strand 1°-

Red stripe for easy polarity La'''.

QUESTION:
How do I choose the best kind of
wire for a particular use?

ANSWER:
Here are some basic facts that
will help you make a selection: Q&A
The conductor is the metal part of the
wire or cable that carries electricity. Just as
a large pipe can carry more water than a
small one, a large wire conductor can
carry more electrical current.

The gauge number indicates the
size of the conductor. A lower gauge
number means larger wire. A 12 -gauge
conductor is larger and can carry more
current than an 18 -gauge conductor.
(See illustration below for approximate gauge sizes.)
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Stranded -conductor wire is useful
in speaker and audio hookups as well
as connections where wire flexibility is
desired.

Solid -conductor wire is used in
hookups or circuits where flexibility is
not needed.

In Wall speaker wire is made especially
for routing through walls. If you plan to
run speaker wire behind or through walls,
make sure you choose wire rated as safe
for in -wall use.

Outdoor speaker wire has a UV pro-
tected shield to help prevent deterioration
from long exposure to the sun.
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